Dear Contracted Parties,

It's critical that your voice is heard and included in ICANN org’s SSAD ODP analysis. It will greatly assist in making the org’s final assessment as representative of current data disclosure demand as possible. That is why we have extended the SSAD ODP questionnaire to **12 August 2021 (23:59 UTC)**. The questionnaire is just seven questions long and will only take a few minutes to complete.

To fill out the questionnaire, [CLICK HERE](#).

Without your participation, ICANN org will have a difficult time anticipating the volume of data disclosure requests. This may impact several ODP scoping areas like the SSAD fee structure. Thank you to those who have already completed the questionnaire. The information you have provided has been critical and will enhance the org’s final ODP assessment.

For more information on the SSAD ODP, please reference our [original email](#) sent on 8 July.

Regards,
Yuko Green
Program Director, Strategic Initiatives
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)